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“GOVERNMENTS AND INDUSTRIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WILL 
BE COMPETING IN THE OPEN MARKET FOR SILVER.”
(Mining Congress Journal, February 1943, page 48)

“THE MONETARY DEMAND IS NEVER SATISFIED.  WITH THE MINTS 
OPEN TO BOTH METALS, WE HAVE AN UNLIMITED DEMAND 
PRESSING AGAINST A LIMITED SUPPLY.”  (Senate Document Number 
67, 73rd Congress, 1st Session, quote from “Elementary Facts Bearing On The 
Silver Question” by Joel F. Vaile, 1896, entered by Montana Senator Burton 
K. Wheeler for Congressional review on June 3, 1933).

As paper currencies, including an Amero, nosedive towards worthlessness, 
campaigns for gold and silver currency will gain the support of the masses, 
and restoration will be forced (even if Kodak thinks silver impregnated paper 
is more essential than silver as money.)  The investor demand for precious 
metals is a monetary demand.  Rather than exchange metals for fiat 
currencies later, many will simply use them as money.  Purchasing power is 
likely to be astounding.  Get opinion from your accountant.  Will metals as 
money be a capital crime as in 1794 France?  Will the Constitution itself be 
viewed as felonious?  

This will not be a discussion of astronomy.  The title is a symbolic comparison 
to the precious metals markets, especially silver, which is way past overdue 
to freaking explode like the detonation of 10,000 Polaris missiles.  This is a 
flashback to “Silver’s Mushroom Cloud,” released here in fall 2001 (Archives). 
No one can predict exactly how the metals crisis will unfold, but some 
generalities can be known in advance.  The Silver Users Association will 
squeal to Congress, the White House and the Treasury Department for relief. 
They would appreciate having investor owned silver anywhere in the United 



States to be forcibly expropriated for their private use.  They will holler about 
“national security” and “jobs” (that they exported) as a basis for the 
proposed theft---see “Hoarders of Silver,” a 1934 Treasury document, in 
Archives.  In the great silver run-up of 1979 culminating just after mid-
January 1980, silver thieves and burglars were working overtime to steal 
metal hidden in residences.  They did get away with lots of silver, gold and 
jewelry.  The police caught many of them, but not always at the juncture at 
which metal could be returned to its owners; some was melted first making 
identification impossible.  So considering my cynicism towards our national 
leaders, I wonder if the Justice Department plans to work with local police to 
have any “recovered” silver sent to the General Services Administration.  You 
may recall that’s the agency that handled the alleged Treasury “auctions” of 
bullion to the SUA in the mid to late 1960’s.  Federalization of police is a 
serious threat.  If anyone in a remote village in Iran owns a silver charm, 
that could be a reason to strip us of silver.  Will silver become a controlled 
substance?  If any Arabs own silver, it must be anti-American to own silver. 
And there is no more pro-American thing to do than to attack any Arab state, 
according to the drift I hear from many quarters (including Schwarzenegger 
and Norris films).  For the record, I am of French and German ancestry, but 
do not consider my first loyalty to be to either of those two nations.  I also 
prefer the America of Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren and John Tyler to 
the current administration.   

  There appears no chance delivery defaults can be avoided on the tarnished 
Commodity Exchange.  What effect this could have on the now publicly 
traded NYMEX shares is uncertain, other than it will not be good.  When the 
stone wall is hit, Arab interests can be blamed for diverting silver allegedly 
heading to the COMEX.  While most of the public is sick of the Iraq war and 
occupation, there remains unfortunately the chance that America and Iran 
will go to war.  Suggestions exist that Israel will sink an American naval 
vessel with full advanced awareness of U.S. intelligence in order that Iran 
can be blamed.  Israel already bit the hand that feeds it in exactly such 
backstabbing manner in June 1967 
www.infowars.com/articles/us/uss_liberty_torpedoed_napalmed_strafed.htm 
There is no need for that when our own people can do it by planting an 
explosive charge!  On July 3, 1988, one of our naval vessels fired on Iran Air 
Flight 655 claiming it was an F-14, killing 290 civilians; they can say, Iran 
finally retaliated.  How else can the Money Power expect Americans to back 
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war on Iran, unless some persuasive and dramatic excuse is demonstrated? 
But this is becoming ultra-dangerous, as both China and Russia are 
commercially active with Iran.  If the metals crisis coincides with new war 
over Iran, we are at aggravated risk of confiscation demands so we can be 
used to serve the purposes of foreign powers.  Scatter your silver coins and 
bars across a parking lot so as to disperse it among dozens of people rather 
than surrender it if you can’t hide it well enough away from your residence or 
office.  Make it harder for the criminals in D.C. to misappropriate.  There is 
no law against you giving anything away.  To show you how fatalistic I am in 
my view towards our abysmal government, I look for a report of someone 
taking a cyanide pill as the metals confiscators approach.  They will never 
know where he buried it.  I am not echoing another commentator; I am 
sounding like myself; pessimistic, yet strangely with undying rays of hope.  It 
would be recklessness to assume that those hostile to our interests don’t 
read our articles.  So let them read this and not attempt confiscation. 
Extremes are possible in the coming silver situation; we know our leaders are 
hostile to silver ownership and investment, else we would not be denigrated 
with terms like “hoarders” and face a 28% capital gains tax if we are able to 
resell at a profit (versus 15% on shares held over one year.)  THE FOOLS 
ON CAPITOL HILL AGGRAVATE SHORTAGES BY DISCOURAGING 
DISINVESTMENT!  Many will not sell until the unequal tax rates are 
repealed.  As for seizure, there are those who would favor being crushed by a 
bulldozer against a wall of Bowie knives to having their metallic savings and 
currency insurance stolen by a Stalinesque government.  Since the U.S. Mint 
has in recent times disgraced itself by suggesting that someone else’s silver 
is fake money, maybe they’d care to suggest that only silver Eagles should 
be exempt from confiscation?  How far does American “leadership” go in 
suppressing silver valuations?  If all the silver remaining were in Eagles, 
they’d want to grab that as well.  A quotation from Francois, Duc De La 
Rouchefoucald, a famous Frenchman (1613–1680)---

“Innocence finds not nearly so much protection as guilt.”

   Because the government mismanages does not equate to we should suffer 
for being prudent in our personal affairs.  The Treasury Department should 
not be allowed to act as highwayman for the Silver Users Association.  They 
claim they have always wanted only a free market, yet what they’ve been 
doing over the years is equivalent to a “canned” hunt in which the animal is 
drugged and chained to a tree.  Excuse me for presenting a worst-case view. 
The intent is to prod you to become politically active; as in, writing your 
representatives in national and state government; finding small groups to 
speak to; and educating your acquaintances.

“Silver coins are relatively heavy and they ring with a certain high-pitched 
timbre that is practically unique.”---Journal of Metals (American Institute of 
Mining, Metallurgical & Petroleum Engineers, New York) March 1966, page 
303---



Members of the Council on Foreign Relations, publicly visible subordinate of 
the British Crown’s Pilgrims Society, infest numerous posts in our 
government---ambassadors, admirals, generals, colonels, senators, 
congressmen, agency heads and directors; and staff the think tanks like the 
Rand Corporation, Brookings Institution, Aspen Institute and others who 
advise the government.  They will all coordinate any move to embezzle our 
silver and gold, because the leading bankers across the nation are members. 
Apart from national security, there will be staged incidents showing that 
“terrorists” and narcotics dealers are using gold and silver to transact their 
operations.  While that’s like saying because Elliot Ness saw a Sicilian Mafioso 
eating spaghetti at Spizzirri’s restaurant, that therefore, everyone eating 
spaghetti anywhere is suspect of being a mobster; nevertheless, the smear 
tactic is one that will work to influence large numbers of the gullible public. 
They will prey upon the fact that people who have not are resentful of those 
who have, and enjoy seeing them dispossessed.  The memory of precious 
metals as the only true money of the American Constitution has become 
rather dim in the public mind.  I suggest the formation of a nonprofit 
organization for mass advertising purposes to protect our rights, in addition 
to class action lawsuits against the metals grabbers.  Every primary gold and 
silver mining company in Canada and the United States should join the 
effort; else shareholders defect for those who will participate.

Is it the Silver Users Association or the big banks that are primarily at fault 
for the shortage caused by too many years of intransigent price capping? 
The suppression of silver, being first and foremost a monetary conspiracy, 
transcends any greed on the part of industry.  However, the financial 
institutions probably won’t have any silver at the end of this terminal disease 
process.  The fact that most of the silver in the original 165.5 million ounce 
National Defense Stockpile went to the SUA, is reason enough that their 
contracts with polymetallic miners for silver delivery be attached (seized) 
either for national monetary purposes or defense purposes.  Will we continue 
to see gradual increases in the silver price, as has taken place since the start 
of 2001?  Yes, but the likelihood of an explosion is inevitable.  With wild 
cards that are not so improbable a factor, it could come in 2007.  Most of us 
are weary about crisis predictions in silver.  But it will arrive, even if later 
than interpretable indicators suggest.  Wisconsin and Illinois are currently the 



only states without a right to carry law, plus D.C.; so beware if you transport 
metal in those jurisdictions.

Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson of Goldman Sachs appears to be the sort 
of operator (by the way, I’m very relieved I don’t look anything like that 
hideous jerk) who would like to see the Treasury infused with metal 
confiscated from rightful holders.  The original Constitutional concept for gold 
and silver is that these metals were to circulate among the population---not 
to be stored in the Treasury vaults.  The exception was redeemable paper 
currency like the silver certificates.  Many younger folks are unaware that we 
used to have silver certs as cash, and it appears to be by intent that 
economics instructors typically exclude that item from their slanted 
curriculum.  In light of the very concept of a redeemable currency under 
which the citizen could exchange notes for hard metal at personal impulse on 
demand, this is still no basis for a confiscation.  They may say, “We are 
issuing the new hemispheric currency, the Amero (concocted by bankers on 
Wall Street, Pilgrims Society members at Citigroup and JPMorganChase) and 
we have to start backing it with gold and silver.  So do the patriotic thing, 
turn in your metals and we will give you bank credits or printed Amero notes. 
Only thing is, we plan to deliver the silver to the Silver Users Association so 
they can consume it!”  Then they want to freeze and steal our mining shares 
so as to make the Treasury the claimant to dividends, and expropriate 
mining sites under a National Metals Agency.  They could bring Rumsfeld 
back to be the administrator.  Only problem with all this is, if such stealing 
isn’t taking place in other nations, how can our government really justify it? 
Just because the morally botulized media wouldn’t want to report on free 
metals trading conditions elsewhere, doesn’t mean that Americans won’t 
know about it.  We still have Internet and short wave radio communications. 
A coalition of silver producing nations might suddenly form and announce 
they will not accept Ameros unless they are 100% backed by precious 
metal---we are speaking of the South American Community of Nations 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_American_Community_of_Nations 
Salinas-Price has had discussions held in Brazil for a one ounce silver coin to 
freely circulate in the area.  This could derail the North American Union, but 
they should beware of a back-door attempt to gain control on the part of the 
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New York/London financiers.  Conversion of dollars to an Amero system 
would be another opportunity for the financiers to cheat people out of any 
savings they may have, and reduce their standard of living.  Beware of any 
attempt to cartelize natural resources through any United Nations agency; or 
under the auspices of any supranational agency of a North American Union. 
Beware of central banks in any silver producing country announcing all metal 
must be delivered to their facility because they intend to allocated it to 
recipients they designate.  This is nothing new.  The September 12, 1963 
Wall Street Journal, page 3 stated---

“Silver users in the U.S. have had to go to the Bank of Mexico to get part of 
their supply.”

That was at a time in which our Treasury officials were falling all over 
themselves trying to accommodate the users; so attempts to have foreign 
central banks supply them would be more intense today siphoning off newly 
mined metal, as Treasury has no appreciable silver.  Let no one take as my 
meaning that using silver in industry is in any way wrong.  What we are 
unhappy with is the way the SUA has gone about its business.  The Bank of 
Mexico presided over the gradual debasement of silver peso coins from .720 
fine as of their formal opening in September 1925, gradually nullifying the 
coins to .500 silver in 1947, to .300 in 1950 on down to .100 in 1957 and to 
zero by 1970.  Foreign banking interests were working against silver in 
Mexico before a central bank was imposed, as in 1918 the metallic peso fell 
from .800 fine silver to .720.  Encroachment must be gradual to be 
successful! 

Can we say that CFR members, and their veiled superiors above them, will 
receive 50 Ameros per dollar and that the rest of us will see our dollars 
converted at the rate of 50 dollars per one Amero?  Someone wants to pull a 
stunt like that, so we best all be watching the crooks in Manhattan and the 
District of Columbia.  Perhaps it is intended that Ameros will not feature a 
printed paper currency; it could be entirely electronic, like the fabled “mark 
of the beast,” with your bank account accessible through your unique 
number.  An implantable RFID (radio Frequency Identification) chip is ready 
to go on a mass scale.  Read about the privacy loss entailed by RFID 
implantable chips at 
www.theregister.co.uk/2004/10/14/human_rfid_implants/ and how RFID 
chips can be used to track every move you make http://www.spychips.com/ 
You see if we have another 911 event, such as 20 smaller planes loaded with 
explosives doing a kamikaze attack on a state fair, Uncle Sam can announce 
we must all be implanted with our RFID tags, since the suicide pilots were 
ID’d as Iranians.  We have to resist this chipping.  We have to demand proof 
that CFR members and Congress are also being asked to submit to it, and if 
not, draw your own conclusions as to civil disobedience.  Will heads of 
Congressional committees appear on TV and submit to a hand held scanner, 
showing an implanted tag?  Will they do so with their shirts off, so we can 
see that the tag isn’t just in the fabric of the suit?

http://www.spychips.com/
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In any attempt to merge Mexico, the U.S. and Canada, the logistics of 
chipping most of a half billion people will be too challenging to start all-
electronic.  Paper currency is on the schedule first.  The Group of Thirty in 
Washington, District of Columbia, is the likeliest think tank to be 
superintending an Amero.  It’s a group of central bankers www.group30.org 
led by Pilgrims member Paul Volcker, who broke the Hunts out of some 60 
million silver ounces by 1986, and Lord Richardson (Pilgrims of Great Britain) 
of the Bank of England.  Guillermo Ortiz Martinez who heads the anti-silver 
Bank of Mexico is there.  Members include representatives from such 
additional silver sources as Poland and China.  Also there we notice Ernesto 
Zedillo, former president of Mexico, now director of the Yale Center for the 
Study of Globalization; and Lawrence Summers, anti-gold Treasury Secretary 
in 1999-2001.  The Group of 30 is interlocked with the Financial Stability 
Forum, which has to be a rotten joke as paper money is never stable.  The 
Group of 30, who say they are considering “new areas of political union,” 
posted this without a copyright restriction notice---

The monetary criminality has been going on since long before any of our 
grandparents were born.  But during World War II, there was an unidentified 
“special correspondent” in the Mining Congress Journal, February 1943, 
pages 48-49 who commented (“Silver At Work In The War Program”)---

“It is difficult to account for all of the silver stocks held by governments 
throughout the world because of the practice resorted to by several 
governments in recent years of melting down and devaluing their silver 
coins, thereby reducing their fineness.  This procedure enabled those 
countries to increase their coinage circulation without acquiring new silver.  It 
also enabled them to use their surplus silver to meet demands in the various 
bullion markets where other countries were seeking silver for coinage and 
industrial use.  THE PRACTICE RESORTED TO BY GOVERNMENTS OF 
MELTING DOWN THEIR SILVER COINS AND DUMPING THEIR SILVER 
ON THE BULLION MARKETS, THEREBY DEPRESSING THE WORLD 
PRICE, IS REGARDED BY MANY PEOPLE AS LENDING 
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ENCOURAGEMENT TOWARD RACKETEERING ON THE PART OF SUCH 
GOVERNMENTS, BULLION BROKERS AND INDUSTRIALISTS.”

“It also had the effect of increasing the monetary value of the silver 
remaining in the coins.  In short, these governments withdrew from the silver 
coins a part of their intrinsic value, thereby destroying the value of the coin 
as well as the confidence of the people.  THEIR PURPOSE WAS TO 
DESTROY SILVER AS MONEY and to deal with it as they do the base 
metal, copper, when coined into money.  SILVER IS A PRECIOUS METAL, 
AS IS GOLD, AND ITS RIGHTFUL PLACE AS A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE 
AS WELL AS DOMESTIC CURRENCY SHOULD BE RESTORED AND 
PROTECTED.”  (End page 48)

“The future holds many and varied opportunities for silver.  Silver in 
industrial uses will assume a position of paramount importance in the 
postwar period.  All of the tests to which it has been subjected have proven 
its superior qualities and the versatility of the metal.  Governments and 
industries throughout the world will be competing in the open market for 
silver soon after the cessation of hostilities.  Postwar readjustments will 
demand a more extensive use of both gold and silver than has ever occurred 
in the history of the world.  SILVER WILL BE BY FAR THE MORE USEFUL 
OF THE TWO PRECIOUS METALS because of its demand for monetary 
circulation and industrial utilization.  It will be used to supplant paper money 
of extremely doubtful value.  Silver and gold will be used concurrently in 
rehabilitating and stabilizing the currency systems of the nations and will act 
as a tonic in reviving commerce and restoring their international status.  Gold 
will probably be confined largely to the settlement of international balances 
and to the function of backing for redeemable paper money.  Silver will 
circulate both as coin and be held in bullion form for the redemption 100 
percent of paper money backed by silver.”

“Those economists who insist on managed currencies as a basis for 
conducting world trade are doomed to disappointment and failure.  NO 
MANAGED CURRENCY SYSTEM HAS EVER SUCCEEDED.  THE PEOPLE 
OF THE WORLD WILL DEMAND BOTH GOLD AND SILVER AND THEIR 
APPROPRIATE UTILIZATION, FOR WHICH NO SATISFACTORY 
SUBSTITUTE HAS BEEN FOUND SINCE TIME IMMEMORIAL.”  



The same article featured a paragraph entitled “New Organization Seeks To 
Depress Silver Price,” and it was referring to the Silver Users Emergency 
Committee, formed in fall 1942 in New York City.  This was what became the 
Silver Users Association as of 1947.  In the almost 64 years since that article 
appeared, things have decidedly changed in silver.  Global stocks are down 
closer to zero perhaps more so than in the records of almost any other 
commodity or metal, and so tight is the lid on the price that it has been rising 
only gradually since early 2001---a stealth bull market.  But at some critical 
moment, the “sun will catch on fire” as regards availability, demand, and 
price, for silver.  That expression about the sun came from Lee Van Cleef as 
superstar marksman Colonel Douglas Mortimer in the 1967 Eastwood film, 
“For A Few Dollars More,” except in our case it would be, “For A Few Ounces 
More!”  Give me another sweet roll of Mercs---

Will South American nations nationalize silver mines and seize dore and 
concentrate from mining companies, because silver shoots up to over $100 
per ounce in a sustained price rise?  Honorable men do not go back on their 
agreements.  Allowing for the existence of those who are not honorable, we 
might bear in mind that as this is written, gold is in the $600 range and 
moves have not taken place to nationalize.  There are consequences to 
nationalization such as the seizure of corresponding holdings in other 
countries.  Trade and tourism embargo is another consequence.  As the silver 
pie burgeons in size, however, all possible claimants will want what they 
perceive as their fair share.  Wealth should not totally flow out of producing 
nations.  Apart from employment and funds invested, the miners will pay 
some royalties.  The size of the bite will vary from country to country but 
should remain in a range.  Miners with sites in multiple national jurisdictions 



are usually the best positioned.  If conditions are more favorable in country 
“A” than in country “B,” country “B” will be under some pressure to equalize 
its royalty rates with country “A.”  Otherwise, miners may opt to scale down 
or suspend operations till rates are equalized.  Mexico is still the leading 
silver producing nation.  I believe its Spanish-speaking neighbors to its South 
will follow its example and not nationalize.  Since the U.S.A. has taken in 
mega-millions of Mexican nationals, the least Mexico can do in return is 
respect its business covenants with the U.S.A. and its important trading 
partner, Canada.  At the risk of sounding mystical, there is also the principle 
“income follows consciousness.”  People steeped in poverty consciousness 
hold onto very little materially.

There is one natural resource that transcends silver in importance, and that 
is water.  Some investors may wish to divest of silver immediately after the 
government announces they are not contemplating a silver seizure from 
citizens.  If the 28% gains tax is still in force, trade your metal to a silver 
jewelry manufacturer in exchange for a transfer of water securities in a 
company you specify.  Ask accountant for counsel.  As far as portable assets 
other than metals, I must mention diamonds.  If the individual can avoid the 
traps of acquiring diamonds at too high valuations, they make an excellent 
choice for concealability.  While they are not money as metals, they are 
wealth.  Since they are not money there is little chance of confiscation.  Stay 
with HRD, IGI and other cert stones.  There may be one way for the 
individual to retain silver in a confiscation, and that is if you can demonstrate 
you are a silver jewelry manufacturer or seller.  But they will probably 
require you to show that you were involved in such trade before the seizure 
is announced.  They will also want you to show that it is your income 
mainstay.      

The silver deficit crisis has been building for generations, like explosive red-
hot magma swelling under a volcano, long overdue to blow up.  Many of us, 
most of all Ted Butler, have repeatedly warned Congress and Federal officials 
as to the problem.  Either they are living in a dream world where even the 
Rock of Gibraltar sitting in their laps couldn’t convince them, or they’ve been 
bought off.  I wrote Congressman Joe Barton from Corsicana, Texas (home of 
world famous fruitcake maker—ha-ha) and he told me this concerning the 
CFTC---

“They know of no malpractice in the pricing of silver.”



It’s a matter of public record Barton has received funds from Du Pont Good 
Government Fund (Silver Users Association members!)  I should have written 
Barton a response with a line from “The Rifleman” TV series---

“I AIN’T YOUR CITIZEN MISTER LOCO!”

  It is likely the Treasury would seize our mining shares?  Perhaps not (they 
have never done so), however as with physical metal, they only have to say 
they found Iranian or Syrian terrorists holding shares, therefore we must all 
be suspect.  It would be easier to erect a punitive windfall profits tax on 
precious metals shares than to whine about Arab terrorists.  However, since 
such a tax has not been levied against bubble stocks like Google, which went 
over $500 a share as of last November 21, and attempt to treat us in such 
Draconian fashion would strongly tend to make it clear that the paper money 
forces are just “out to get us!”  There is a fellow some of you know whose 
last name also starts with the letter “S.”  He recently made sport of the 
notion that any manipulation exists to depress silver prices.  What’s far 
funnier than that is the chance that so many influential men have merely 
acted by accident since 1694, and that unknown to them, their actions have 
accidentally depressed prices.  How can central bankers and those few who 
can tell them what to do, accidentally dump enormous amounts of silver onto 
world markets, and not know in advance what the effect on prices will be? 
How is it that the U.S. government had official Federally imposed price caps 
on silver for generations, yet this was not someone’s plan to depress prices? 
How can any commentator make such an assertion without being either 
deluded, have a brain oozing festering pus, or be part of the problem?  

In the scenario of the general stock market facing a deep collapse, it might 
transpire that sound precious metals mining concerns are perceived as a safe 
haven.  Since we already involve less than 1% of capital invested in shares of 
all types, any dumping of shares in other sectors would most likely tend, 
very strongly, to yield a gigantic stream of “money” suddenly flowing into 
gold and silver equities.  It could literally be like seeing a pebble swell to the 
size of historic Stone Mountain in Georgia, within weeks or days.  61 Neutron 
Corporation, a nickname for the company I bought into back in 1998, has 
become the ExxonMobil of silver.  Many metals investors would wish to 
diversify to some appreciable extent in water utilities or other companies well 
positioned as to supplying basic essentials of modern life.  How high could 
some of the shares of larger, better-managed mining firms rise?  How high 
can any stock rise?  Berkshire Hathaway has seen $114,500 a share in 2006. 
As for Warren Buffet, his true colors were shown when he divested himself of 
Berkshire’s silver at prices he admitted were too low.  All Warren did was to 
hold on the sidelines a sizeable quantity of silver until the Money Power 
decided the time arrived that it was urgently to help manage prices down. 
Such behavior is not strange from a man known to have attended a 
Bilderberg conference.  This is a man who knew he could be broken if he did 



not cooperate.  Now his fortune works for globalism through the Gates 
Foundation (Order of the British Empire).

Monetary deterioration continues in a freefall as even the end of the 
cheapened zinc penny approaches.  The nickel in a nickel costs more than 5 
cents to buy; those in the know are taking them in but not spending.  Come 
on; admit that you are saving nickels!  After all, looks like it won’t be so long 
before they cost more than a buck FRN!  Certainly the raw material in a 
nickel is worth more than that ravaged paper!  Will we finally see aluminum 
coins as so many other fiat nations have had for decades?  ALCOA is ready! 
We got rid of copper cents just after the end of the Hunt/Arab silver play. 
Now even zinc is becoming too expensive as dollars cheapen while the 
Federal Reserve deluges us with its “notes.”  Speaking of which, they are as 
untrue as fictitious land titles having no property to correspond to them.  As 
of December 13, 2006, the mint announced a ban on melting of pennies (of 
both compositions) and nickels, and export restrictions.  Banks will love 
pointing out that aluminum coins are lighter than sandwich quarters. 
Perhaps if metals users associations form in copper, nickel and zinc, the ban 
will be lifted so as to benefit private interests.  But silver has always been the 
special target because historically, it’s the most widely used monetary metal. 
While the Congressional crooks are giving up sleep figuring ways to tax and 
spend, to deepen the deficit and swell the national debt beyond its already 
inconceivable dimensions, some wise individuals are transferring savings and 
income into metals.  Taking a swipe at President Roosevelt, controversial 
radio commentator Father Charles Coughlin was quoted in the New York 
Times, April 12, 1937, page 5---

“Any jackass can spend money.  Any crackpot with money at his disposal can 
build for himself a dictatorial crown.  It takes no brains to be liberal with 
other people’s money.  It is time for the American public to perform a sit 
down strike---not on industry, but on politicians.  They are sitting down on 
you, waiting for the government executioner, waiting for the last chapter of 
the Bill of Rights to be burned at the stake like a witch.”

To Ted Butler and David Morgan I say---make your plans, arrange your data 
and documents, and pack your bags---you will be asked to give testimony 
before Congress in 2007 as to the silver situation, and what you know 
concerning the causes of the problem.  That is, unless the wait for the crisis 
can be prolonged yet another year.  If Capitol Hill wants to hear from me, let 
them be warned in advance---I will be requesting to know who the current 
members of The Pilgrims Society in New York are, the anti-gold and silver 
Paper Money Mob (whose members probably hold lots of metal!)  It will be 
the usual assortment from the top financial institutions, corporation chiefs 
and board members, the diplomatic corps, generals and admirals, foundation 
and university trustees, and big behind the scenes controllers like Timothy 
Mellon and David Rockefeller Jr.  Will the Indian ambassador be asked to 
request his government mount a campaign among its people to “pay off 
foreign debt” by contributing their gold and silver jewelry to bankers and 



silver users in America, as happened in South Korea in the currency crisis of 
1997-1998?  David, as you enter the Congressional chambers, realize that 
surly representatives of the American Bankers Association will be there 
glaring at you with sullen eyes.  Ted, we are all grateful for the 
documentation you have embedded in the public record, showing the denials 
of those you’ve locked horns with.  Now let their humiliation come as they 
enter courtrooms in shame.

CEO’s of larger gold and silver mining companies will be asked to testify as to 
“why their shareholders are reaping such a staggering bonanza,” and well, 
just how can that be right when the paper money crowd disapproves?  The 
bankers have Congressmen and Senators ready to hurl spears at us, and 
university economists with “white papers” justifying it.  Televised 
documentaries will feature panels of experts explaining why metals should be 
stripped from their owners.  The Silver Users Association will implore in vain 
for hedges to be placed on production, alleging the companies to be “greedy 
gougers if they don’t!”  To the SUA we say, get ready to flex your political 
muscles to do away with the unfair 28% tax on gains on physical metals and 
coins.  People will be more motivated to sell (“dishoard”) when once they are 
being treated the same as stock investors.  Laws were fashioned in the late 
1960’s forbidding coin melting, but done away with when the SUA saw that it 
obstructed them more than it hindered private citizens.  When or if you sell, 
take care to not sell to any of them, and ask your mining company 
managements to also shun them.  Beware of anyone who could be “fronting” 
for them.  You will be doing your patriotic duty in denying them silver, 
because they took most of what was once in the national defense stockpile. 
It’s a slap in the face of our military personnel that they hold meetings at the 
Army-Navy Club in D.C.  They do not deserve one more gram.  Did you 
notice the recent withdrawal of Bank of America from the Silver Users 
Association?  They filled the spot vacated by HSBC Bank U.S.  HSBC exited 
after “Silver Users And Opium” was posted here.  But don’t take it to mean 
that Bank of America has gone neutral on silver.  It discouraged the 
summoning of an international conference on stabilizing the silver price (New 
York Times, May 4, 1931, page 30).   

To Hugo Salinas-Price, leader of the Mexican silver money movement I say---
lead the charge!  Presidents Jackson, Van Buren and Tyler are looking over 
the balconies of Heaven, cheering you on!  Not to mention Senators Key 
Pittman and Patrick McCarran of Nevada!  The people at 
www.plata.com.mx/plata/plata/english.htm should find ways to confer with 
Mexican-Americans so as to transmit their silver message to such residents 
here, in order to pressure Congress to restore metallic money.   The Mining 
Congress Journal, February 1943, page 48, “world consumption of silver in 
coinage systems was 902,923,368 ounces” from June 1934 through 
December 1942.  This was 105,195,000 ounces of silver per annum going 
into monetary use.  Since the world population is now at least three times 
what it was in 1942, does this mean there is a potential new monetary 
demand of 315,585,000 ounces of silver annualized?  The sum should far 
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exceed that, for two reasons.  First, in the mid 1934 through 1942 time 
frame, there already existed in the world large amounts of silver coin in 
circulation.  Presently there is none, or virtually none.  I can easily see a new 
monetary demand for silver, globally, exceeding one billion ounces per 
annum.  Of course, it could be that our seven billion or so souls will each 
desire not less than one ounce of silver each.  At any rate, restoration of 
monetary demand for silver, added on top of investment demand and 
industrial needs for a theoretically possible annual total demand of ten billion 
ounces, shows an extreme mismatch between both presently available 
supplies, as well as the ability of worldwide mining to supply new silver. 
Gem traders trekking across the wastes of Africa from King Solomon’s Mines 
millennia past, would have clamored frantically to hand over all their 
treasures in exchange for a deep drink at the oasis.  That’s the kind of oasis 
we in precious metals currently hold title to.  No amount of ordinary mining 
will be able to match demand.  Valuations could keep climbing out of sight 
until seabed mining and seawater refining can get under way on a large 
scale.  There is certainly enough silver waiting to be geologically recovered 
from all the resources of our planet, in order that it may be used both in 
industry and as money.  (See for example “The Oceans---A Neglected Mining 
Frontier” by John V. Byrne, Department of Oceanography, Oregon State 
University, which appeared in The Ore Bin, April 1964, pages 57-69.  An 
average cubic mile of seawater is estimated to contain 1.4 tons of silver in 
solution for a total resource of 470 x 10 to the 6th power tons!  By weight this 
is a mere .0003%.  This doesn’t include polymetallic nodules on the seabed 
and seamount associated mineral deposits!)  The only possible key to 
unlocking this supply can be summed up in five words--- “LET SILVER’S 
PURCHASING POWER RISE!”

Silver users will parade before Congress wailing like a stuck jackass being 
swarmed by ants as to how their costs are up.  However, this has taken place 
in every commodity and every resource.  They cannot claim that silver is the 
only raw material they use.  This business of silver being the whipping boy of 
finance and industry is sickening and will stop.  Complaining about rising 
silver prices is nothing new to the users.  Even one-cent increases are an 
affront!  Louis K. Eilers, president of Eastman Kodak, quoted in the Wall 
Street Journal, September 23, 1968, page 28 (two generations past) 
moaned---

“Every time silver goes up a cent an ounce, our costs increase $280,000.”

In an exacerbated crisis---which is the only crisis silver will be capable of---
industrial users will try anything to get metal.  Look for importunate 
demands to be made by the Silver Users Association for silver from entities 
such as Central Fund of Canada and Millennium Bullion Fund, who collectively 
own 38,835,715 fine silver ounces as this is written.  When these demands 
come, the fund operators might consider telling the SUA to mine it in Rhode 
Island, a long time silverware and sterling jewelry manufacturing state.  But 
the geology for silver there is nil, just as is their moral claim to continued 



supplies of silver.  Warfare against the value of silver on the part of 
governments and the banking community is a problem that has been 
recognized by many prominent people over the years.  As only one more 
example, Joseph Robinson (1872-1937), former Governor of Arkansas and 
Senator, was quoted in the New York Times, May 22, 1931, page 3---

“SILVER HAS BEEN ABNORMALLY DEPRESSED AND IT SHOULD BE 
BROUGHT BACK TO NORMALITY.”

That’s something that another Arkansas governor (Clinton) would have never 
said!  Robinson was referring to the dumping on world markets of silver out 
of British India in the late 1920s that wrecked prices and sunk miners all 
over the world, and caused the Great Depression by sabotaging the money 
used by 60% of the world’s inhabitants.  Crown agent, The Earl of Halifax 
pulled that deadly string with his infamous Royal Commission report.  We 
could mention the amazing work by M.A. Walbert in 1899, “The Coming 
Battle,” in which he recognized the banking elite’s hatred for silver---

“The national banking money power could not control the silver dollar, as 
long as the law authorized its free coinage, and consequently, A GIGANTIC 
CONSPIRACY WAS FORMED IN LONDON AND IN NEW YORK CITY TO 
DEMONETIZE SILVER.   This great money power whose almost absolute 
control of the currency was surely driving all business to a credit basis, 
deliberately planned the destruction of that precious metal whose value has 
been far more stable than that of gold.”  (Page 108)

How much longer before the silver price races out of control, and the general 
public becomes aware of the problems in silver?  I admit to having 
prematurely forecast the moment in “Silver Stampede 2003.”  However, a 
source in Canada, much better connected for metals information, predicted 
the crisis would start in December 2002.  They probably pulled that page 
long ago, but a few of you will realize who I’m speaking of.  Maybe their 
intelligence pipeline had an echo suggesting the central banks were about to 



stop leasing, or that they were empty of silver bullion.  So I say, things are 
likelier than ever before to break open in 2007, as trend investors take notice 
of silver price movement.  As they look at 5-year charts of leading silver 
equities they will move to invest.  We are subject at any time to hear that all 
of a sudden, coin dealers, gold and silver exchanges and web based dealers 
all over America, upwards of 100 dealers, have spontaneously been cleaned 
out of silver.  Just one megamillionaire, sending out emissaries on a 
coordinated basis, could do it.  Will a large dealer, about to retire, announce 
he is buying, but not selling, because one person has agreed to absorb the 
entire intake?  That way the CFTC could be sidestepped as to “why do you 
want to take delivery of tons of physical metal off the COMEX when you’re 
not even an industrial user (SUA member!)”  In the Treasury auctions to the 
users in the late 1960’s, you were required to be a “legitimate end user.” 
Those who want silver for the function of shielding their savings are just so 
evil!  Just as prices start to jump, maybe COMEX will call the Reserve Bank of 
India and ask them to announce they’re about to dump 70 million ounces. 
The media misinformation machine will throb, tingle, pulsate, and lash out 
with bombardment propaganda!  

We of course have legions of multimillionaires in real estate.  Just a few of 
them seeing prices soften progressively, could choose to leave others holding 
the bag, and move the proceeds into precious metals.  That way, when prices 
have fully crashed, they could buy back at distressed rates far more than 
what they held, and have lots of metal left over---a double win!  Many 
investors have become wealthy in natural gas, and some of them are 
sensitive to informational prompts that other commodities are due for a hefty 
rise.  This is no attempt to incite anyone with an idea.  If I thought about it, 
many others have also. 

In “Metal Mining Industry Holds War Conference,” which appeared in the 
December 1942 edition of the Mining Congress Journal, the great Silver 
Senator Patrick McCarran was quoted as saying before the conference in Salt 
Lake City, November 16 and 17, 1942 (page 21)---

“Silver is more in demand today than in all the history of civilization.  Why? 
First of all, it has become known as an industrial metal.  That’s one phase of 
it, but there is something more than that.  There are those countries in which 
teeming millions exist that know only silver as a basic money---the teeming 
millions of the world are asking for silver.”

Return to demand for silver as money on the part of billions of people fed up 
with continually deteriorating purchasing power of ever-cheapening synthetic 
paper fiat currencies will infuse silver with so much purchasing power as to 
overwhelm even the most vivid imaginations among us.  Silver and gold will 
again shine, and with vibrancy transcending their brightest moments in all of 
past history.  That’s where the quotation entered into a Senate document by 
silverite Burton Wheeler in 1933 comes in!  Limited quantities of precious 
metals, unlimited demand not only industrially and as jewelry, but as the 



only money that can’t go broke!  The summation of forces acting on silver 
and gold equates to perpetually escalating purchasing power commanded by 
these monetary metals.  Governments attempting to remain on a pure fiat 
standard will be perceived by a plurality of people as staffed by criminals. 
One of the wild cards in silver could be a sudden announcement by Mexico 
that full-scale silver remonetization is commencing.  Hugo, are you wearing a 
protective vest?  Please include as part of your campaign that the Bank of 
Mexico cannot be used to supply bullion to the Silver Users Association, nor 
otherwise control exports.

The Associated Press released a story on November 29, 2006 titled, “U.S. 
Paper Currency Is Unfair To Blind, Judge Says.”  U.S. District Judge James 
Robertson ordered Treasury to devise ways for blind citizens to differentiate 
denominations of the various paper bills we have.  It is too easy for clerks 
and merchants to cheat or shortchange blind people---too tempting. 
Naturally this is not a problem if we return to a coinage system based on 
precious metals, because the size alone of the various coins would tell the 
blind person what the denominations are.  

The legal drama that will play out over the silver crisis will be far out of the 
depth of any Perry Mason.  Entire regiments of attorneys will prosecute and 
defend in courtrooms.  This mess is almost incomprehensible in scope, and 
the extent to which millions have been injured by commodity, industrial user, 
and paper money shenanigans, leasing and naked short selling, and overt 
government price capping of silver and gold (such as was last seen in the 
Nixon era) all suppressing the silver price for generations.  “The Pilgrims of 
the United States” (2003) shows a letter on White House stationary on page 
141 from Richard Nixon, dated March 24, 1969, accepting their invitation to 
join.  As I have explained if you’ve followed the essay series, this is the Paper 
Money Mob---the leading bankers, financiers, and old-line intermarried 
inheritors in league with their London counterparts---their senior partners. 
But this is 38 years beyond that time, and the basis of the paper money 
mob’s power is subject to failure---there cannot now remain more than token 
amounts of silver to dump for depressing prices; if this were not true, we 
would still be under $5.  The world financial system is subject to such major 
shifts away from paper money and planned central banking interventions 
that the gold and silver people may end up running the monetary affairs of 
the nations.  At least what we have to offer is real, rather than the fictitious 
compensation represented by mere paper currencies.  The time that a 
Federal Reserve Note is as worthless as a dismembered roach’s wing could 
arrive faster than we expect.  Everyone who took a course in economics, in 
which precious metals weren’t mentioned, will realize that a fix was in.

Not only silver and gold, but also most all commodities, are facing the most 
intense bull market of any market in all world history, especially due to 
accelerating use in China and India.  Copper, uranium, tantalum, nickel, 
platinum group metals, tungsten, molybdenum, cobalt, rare earths and 
elements, water, natural gas, petroleum, and others are becoming 



kingmakers.  Colonel A. Robert Ginsburgh, Director of Industrial Relations for 
the War Department, addressing the Metal Mining War Conference in Salt 
Lake City (reported in the Mining Congress Journal, December 1942, pages 
18-20)---had this to say on the subject of the orange metal---

“For the past six months, I have been very intimately associated with the 
mining industry.  In May, the Under Secretary of War, Judge Robert P. 
Patterson, ordered me to conduct a copper mining rally in Butte.  Some of 
you who are here today were present on that occasion.  This marked the 
beginning of our morale activities in the copper field in which management 
and labor have both cooperated.  I had an interesting visit to Arizona last 
month.  When I had the honor to give the Army and Navy production award 
to seven copper mines.”

“Let’s get down to a few copper facts, and they are worth repeating.  Without 
copper, we could not send a single bomber or fighter into the air.  Every 
flying fortress that goes into the air contains one ton of copper.  Without 
copper, we could not run our battleships and cruisers.  Without copper our 
tanks wouldn’t be in it with the enemy’s.  It takes 600 pounds of copper just 
for one medium tank, and we are building those tanks now by the thousands. 
One 37-millimeter anti-aircraft gun fires a ton of copper every 20 minutes of 
action.  Without copper, we would be out-matched in artillery fire of all kinds. 
Copper gives us the precious wire on which the Signal Corps depends to get 
the messages through.  Without it, our radio communications would be 
worthless.  The perfect coordination of land, sea, and air forces, on which the 
lives of soldiers, sailors, and marines depend, would be impossible.  The 
Signal Corps needs five thousand tons of copper every month just for the 
Army’s communication needs.  And copper is only one of the basic 
nonferrous metals which play vital roles in the construction of mechanized 
warfare.”   

Copper mining is frequently associated with gold and silver production.  Vital 
commodities are the place to be---not bonds, ordinary residential and 
commercial real estate, savings accounts, and interest bearing instruments, 
questionable stocks based on mere craze, derivatives, or currencies.  Pension 
fund managers who failed to timely move into precious metals investments 
face howls of derision and ouster by outraged pensioners, once the full-blown 
explosion erupts.  A major Canadian based retirement fund now holds a big 
stake in the leading silver holding company.  Shareholders in corporations 
whose valuations have recently become highly overblown based on unreal 
value and mania, will be stunned speechless as their shares blaze into ashes. 
They will be thunderstruck as they watch wealth shift into gold and silver. 
Like the person tied to the train tracks at night, they will wish they were 
elsewhere, and will curse their brokers and investment managers with the 
foulest of vocabulary, that they were given catastrophic advice.  People who 
thought they held title to real silver in pool accounts and Swiss bank 
certificates, will be devastated to learn their paper is worth no more than a 
piece of stationery.  Real estate investors who were wealthy from ownership 



of houses, apartments, undeveloped tracts, parking lots and office buildings, 
will look on in panic as they see their riches erode with the continued 
deflation of that bubble.  Persons holding precious metals mining shares, and 
especially those holding hard metal, will be able to buy full title to real estate 
on a scale that cannot yet be imagined.

China might bolt from the global financiers camp by plunging hundreds of 
billions into gold, and as many billions as they can into silver.  With India, 
Indonesia and Japan following that example, Europeans will want whatever 
precious metals they can get.  VALUATIONS AND PURCHASING POWER 
OF GOLD AND SILVER ARE LIABLE TO RISE TO INCONCEIVABLE 
LEVELS.  At www.idealrarecoins.com/coinworld.asp there is a fine discussion 
of the scarcity of 90% silver Washington quarters, estimates range to 
upwards of 80% of all those original coins being gone (melted and consumed 
by industry) Of those that remain, many are way below original quality.  We 
will see silver bags sold strictly by weight, rather than by a factor over face 
value; newcomers, remember to see the scale balanced or tared first (and 
the canvas not weighed!)  4,000 heavily worn quarters are no way worth as 
much as bags with zero to minimal wear.  This applies to the numismatic and 
melt value both.  There will be no such bags with only key dates and 
mintmarks.  The same situation exists in regard to the other silver coins, and 
to far greater extremes with older coins---

  In order to avoid overly worn coins I arranged to cherry pick for a nominal 
premium.  The great silver melt of 1980 saw staggering amounts of silver 
coins and art objects melted at the refineries.  Afterwards, the bars most 
likely were used in leasing for price suppression.  There is hardly the silver 
overhang there used to be---far less so among individuals, and to an even 
more extreme degree with governments.  With the parachute gone, someone 
has to hit the unforgiving ground at high speed.  The major silver users could 
say of the crisis, when it appears, what Raymond Burr said of “Godzilla” in 
1956---

“IT’S BIG, AND IT’S TERRIBLE!  MORE FRIGHTENING THAN 
ANYTHING I EVER DREAMED POSSIBLE!”

Those of you who reside in larger cities have at times seen full-page 
newspaper ads in Sunday editions sponsored by someone offering to buy 
jewelry, diamonds, gold, silver, and coins.  Perhaps the silver users can try 
this tactic when they can’t lease silver, and when polymetallic mining 
concerns silver hedge contracts expire and management won’t renew them 
due to rising prices and highly understandable shareholder pressure on them 
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to show more concern for their own stockholders rather than for the grasping 
silver users.

Francis H. Brownell, chairman of American Smelting & Refining Company 
(ASARCO), in an article titled, “Gold And Silver As Money In The Postwar 
World” (Mining Congress Journal, December 1944), concluded on page 32---

“However much the statesmen and leaders of nations harassed by debt, 
shortage of gold and silver, and overissues of paper money wish to work out 
some system of managed currency, such currency will not command the 
confidence of the people as would gold and silver.  The fundamental demand 
of the overwhelming majority of mankind, based upon its age long 
experience, accented, even multiplied, by that of the two World Wars of this 
century, ULTIMATELY WILL COMPEL AGAIN THE USE OF BOTH GOLD 
AND SILVER.”

Frederick Y. Robertson, vice president of United States Smelting & Refining 
Company, told a meeting of the American Institute of Mining & Metallurgical 
Engineers (Mining Congress Journal, July 1933, page 8)---

“I AM STRONGLY AGAINST A MANAGED CURRENCY, THAT PLACES IN 
THE HANDS OF BANKERS AND FINANCIERS, THE POWER TO FIX OR 
VARY THE EXCHANGE RATES OF THE WORLD; or possibly even to 
regulate the supply of currency to various nations.  The authority or power to 
fix or regulate these rates would, of necessity, give the authority or power to 
raise or lower, at will, such rates of exchange or amount of currency in 
circulation.  It is a dangerous power to have a few men of finance regulate 
the financial affairs of the world.  The elimination of the cheaper metals 
leaves silver and gold as the only suitable materials for forming the principal 
currencies of the world.  Of late years, there has been a decided movement 
toward the adoption of gold as the sole monetary standard; silver being 
regarded as suitable only for subsidiary coinage.  The possession by both 
these metals of all the qualities needed in money is forcibly put by Cantillon, 
a Frenchman of the eighteenth century and regarded by some as the true 
founder of political economy when he says that---

“Gold and silver alone, are of small volume; easy of transport; divisible 
without loss; easily guarded; beautiful and brilliant, and durable almost to 
eternity.”

“Turgot, the French statesman and financier, said---“SILVER AND GOLD 
BECAME UNIVERSAL MONEY BY THE NATURE AND FORCE OF THINGS” 
from which the deduction has been drawn that TO PROSCRIBE SILVER BY 
LAW FROM BEING USED AS MONEY, IS A VIOLATION OF THE NATURE 
OF THINGS.”



On the side of greed appeared Frank Vanderlip of The Pilgrims organization, 
a Federal Reserve System organizer, who issued a plea for “managed 
currency” (New York Times, February 18, 1935, page 2).

John Brisben Walker, who founded Cosmopolitan Magazine in 1889, made 
some astonishing remarks that appeared in the New York Times, February 3, 
1931, page 24 in “Silver As A World Problem”---

  “Demonetization of silver by England was originally worked by a few 
powerful financiers who saw an opportunity to more than double the value of 
their personal fortunes if silver could be demonetized in England, Germany 
and the United States.  Backed by those who held mortgages on property 
throughout the world and who saw in demonetization the opportunity to 
double the value of their loans, the most powerful system of propaganda 
ever organized was put in operation.  It involved the reiteration by 
propagandists unhesitating in their methods, by the exercise of every 
conceivable form of political and financial pressure.  England’s action was one 
of combination among A FEW POWERFUL INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE 
WILLING TO WRECK THE WORLD IF THEY COULD DOUBLE THEIR 
PRIVATE FORTUNES.  There was an immense fall of prices and extreme 
suffering resulted.”

So there we have it---greed lies not among those who would use silver as 
money, but those who would forbid such use.  Ernest Seyd, an economist 
sent here by the Bank of England in 1872, was back of the infamy that 
demonetized silver in the Crime of 1873.  The Rothschilds, the British Royals 
and their American partners were the source of the crime.  Even as of the 
new Morgan dollars in 1878, the New York banks boycotted them!  By the 
turn of the century these same Machiavellians organized The Pilgrims Society 
to maintain the British Empire in any form possible, which in 1945 
manifested in the creation of the U.N.  Walker, who was born in 1847, 
commented on the bitter hardships forced upon Americans by the Crime of 
73 (silver demonetization in the Coinage Act of 1873)---

“As if they had been a row of bricks, banks all over the United States fell 
down.  Immediately those who had been living from hand to mouth, began a 
struggle for existence.  Depredations occurred.  I personally saw a procession 
of starving workmen---estimated to be 10,000 in number---tramping along 
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal begging for food, ready to work for a wage 
that would barely keep body and soul together.  There were four batteries of 
artillery sent down from Washington to protect the houses and property of 
the Baltimore & Ohio Railway.  MEN COMMITTED SUICIDE     BY THE   
THOUSAND.  Everywhere hopelessness and despair settled over the 
country.  Pressure was exerted by banks upon all who refused to accept 
England’s single gold standard.  The effect on India and China will never be 
known in their fullest horror.  The immediate depreciation of their only stock 
of money, silver, stopped trade and starved whole provinces.  IT CAUSED 
MILLIONS OF DEATHS  .”  



People who have fought the use of silver as money are not civilized!  We will 
see the ousting of concepts that there is only enough silver for industry, and 
that money is not “the highest and best use of silver.”  A far more prominent 
individual than myself, Mr. Hugo Salinas-Price of Mexico, does not agree that 
silver cannot be used as money in the times ahead.  Friends, hold a paper 
Federal Reserve note in one hand and any silver coin in the other!  If you 
understand which of these cannot become worthless and the many reasons 
why, you will comprehend why the use of silver as money is indeed its 
highest and best use.  This will not preclude its use by industry.  The higher 
the value, the more will be recovered from mining.  Silver cannot reach its 
highest valuation until it is used as money again on a widespread basis.  The 
failure of all created currencies will force such use of precious metals.  Even 
the New York Times spoke of  “the enhancement of silver by means of 
remonetization” (January 10, 1933, page 33).  Commodity analysts should 
not step out of their depth into monetary realms.  I don’t even think Jim 
Cook believes silver has no future as medium of exchange.  This is terrible 
folly to believe that money need not be a store of value!  All such 
experiments have crashed; modern technology certainly does not change this 
reality.  Time will illustrate whose predictions are correct! Does the term 
“millennium” suggest anything?  In considering anyone’s views---anyone 
whatsoever, remember that silver is far bigger than any single personality; 
and so is the marketplace!  As for John Brisben Walker, his article also 
commented on the failure of Jay Cooke & Company in the wake of the Panic 
of 1873.  It’s ironic that Cooke’s father was a member of the anti-silver Whig 
Party, because as Wikipedia notes---     

“By 1880 Cooke had met all his financial obligations, and through an 
investment in a silver mine in Utah, had again become wealthy.”

Silver’s Mushroom Cloud--- and the Silver Supernova, is fast approaching! 
The sun will catch on fire, describes the crisis and pandemonium.  “Panic in 
the Year Zero,” a 1962 nuclear attack film with Ray Milland, is somewhat 
descriptive.  Try to add to your holdings before the greatest monetary 
transition ever seen starts moving at supersonic speed, bewildering billions of 
people.  We must collectively fight for our rights, because in the struggle to 
bring silver and gold into a true free market environment, we are facing the 
most resolute and despicable of influential men; men who like Brutus, an 
assassin of Caesar in old Rome, will stop at nothing.  They must be 
squelched and rendered helpless by the collective outraged demands of 
millions livid with rage at having been forced to use mere trash as currency. 
When your newfound riches make you stand tall like a titan, find ways to use 
it to ease suffering around you, based on the dictates of your private 
conscience.  We may expect to witness a repricing of silver’s purchasing 
power such that it will correct all generations past abuse of price 
suppression.  Historic silver value correlations to gold will be discarded 
because of the boundless sponge of industrial demand.  It is only mild heresy 
to suggest that silver could pass gold in price.  That happened once in 



ancient Egypt.  The more time passes, the greater the chance it could be 
seen again.  In centuries past when the silver to gold ratio was in the 12 to 1 
to 16 to 1 range, realize this was in times of very little fabrication demand 
(tableware and goblets for the rich and royalty) compared to today.  But we 
need no such guarantee to see the opportunity for stronger percentage gains 
in silver.   In an article titled, “Gold---What Of Its Future?” which appeared in 
the Mining Congress Journal, February 1941, we find a paragraph heading on 
page 56, “The Paper Money Tailspin Begins.”  The article concluded with this 
(Martin Weiss and Larry Edelson take note) ---

“THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SILVER VALUATION WILL 
PROGRESS ALONG LINES ENTIRELY DIFFERENT FROM GOLD.”

THE SUN CATCHES ON FIRE!
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